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LUXURY HOME AUTOMATION
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When we set out to create Josh, we wanted to design the
perfect smart home experience. Josh is immensely powerful,
yet simple to use. With advanced voice control and a suite of
technology whose sole purpose is to make your home a delightful
environment, Josh powers some of the most advanced homes
today. We believe privacy is non-negotiable in the home and Josh
has been engineered to protect your data and earn your trust.
We’re excited to share the vision and introduce you to Josh!

Tim Gill, CTO

Alex Capecelatro, CEO
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Live smarter—Josh takes
care of the little things in
life so you can focus on
what’s important.
With Josh, luxury harmoniously blends with technology
to offer a simplified and secure home interface.
Easily set the mood with natural voice commands or
efficiently control your property using the Josh app.
Whichever way is most natural for you to interact with
your environment, Josh is here to help.

Introducing
Josh Nano
The smart home’s first Architectural
Microphone—robust technology meets
uncompromising design to seamlessly
blend into the decor of every room.
Josh Nano is location-aware, enabling
contextual commands to set the mood in
every room of your home. Effortlessly tune
lights, adjust shades, play music, and more!
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JOSH NANO FEATURES

HANDS-FREE CONTROL IN EVERY ROOM—Josh Nano’s four microphone

array features advanced far-field listening, while Josh Nano’s
audible responses are disseminated by a room’s high performance
speakers to deliver a truly connected smart home experience.
IMPOSSIBLY SMALL—Measuring 42mm in diameter by 3mm in

depth, Josh Nano is the smallest and mightiest home assistant. In
addition to voice control, Josh Nano includes a capacitive touch
sensor and an LED light ring that provides visual feedback.
DESIGNED TO DISAPPEAR—Josh Nano is available in Coral White

and Jet Black to subtly suit any environment’s design aesthetic.
Camouflage Josh Nano with a custom circular or square paintable
cover to make your home’s technology truly invisible.
PRIVACY IS PARAMOUNT—Josh Nano is equipped with a privacy

switch that physically disconnects its microphones. Rest assured
that what is said behind closed doors stays there.
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NANO COLORS

CORAL WHITE

JET BLACK
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Say Hello to
Josh Micro.
Purpose-built for luxury
living spaces, Josh Micro is a
beautiful and powerful device
that can be placed in any room
to provide natural control
over your environment.
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JOSH MICRO FEATURES

PRIVACY-FOCUSED

CONTEXT-AWARE

LOCATION AWARENESS

Everything you say and do in your home

Josh knows the context of what you

Josh Micro knows which room it’s

is secure. Control your data by setting

said. “OK Josh, make it louder,” turns

in. “OK Josh, turn on the lights,”

how much you want Josh to learn.

up the music you just requested.

illuminates the area around you.

WHOLE HOME CONTROL

MULTI-TASKING

PROACTIVE ASSISTANCE

Each Josh Micro has the power

Josh understands multiple

Josh.ai offers recommendations

to run your entire home.

commands in a single sentence.

based on your unique patterns.

NATURAL INTERFACE

BLENDS INTO YOUR HOME

RESPONSIVE TOUCH

Activate by saying “OK Josh,” or by

Josh Micro elegantly mounts on the

The touch dial on Josh Micro

tapping the surface of the Micro.

wall, tucking away unsightly cables.

adapts to your commands to
control lights, shades, and music.
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Welcome
Josh Core to
the Family

The most robust, fortified, and versatile

built for custom installation, Josh Core

component of the Josh.ai ecosystem,

seamlessly fits into a home technology

Josh Core acts as the brain of the smart

professional’s arsenal as the voice

home, communicating with Josh Nano,

and automation processor to handle

Josh Micro, and the Josh app. Purpose-

any need—no matter the complexity.
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BIGGER, FASTER, AND STRONGER

Directly connected to the Local Network, Josh Core
processes everything it can on site for a more stable,
powerful, and private home automation experience.

DYNAMIC DESIGN

Crafted to stand on its own, Josh Core’s modern
lines and simplistic elegance blend into the design
motif of the world’s most luxurious spaces.

GIVING THE SMART HOME ITS VOICE

Josh Core includes two VoiceLink outputs, enabling
simultaneous voice feedback to areas of the home
where Josh Nanos or Josh Micros are installed.
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JOSH CORE FEATURES

POWER

SCALABILITY

Low power, high performance

Scales to support projects with up to

architecture powered by Gigabit PoE

100 microphones, including mixed
Josh Micro/Nano installations

PROCESSING

QUERY PROCESSING

6-core ARM processor with

Able to respond to over 1,000,000

speeds up to 1.8 GHz

voice and app queries

MULTIPLE VLAN SUPPORT

PRIVACY MEASURES

Configured to scale up to enterprise-

Device control performed locally and

grade networking deployments

voice processing computed on the edge
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PRIVACY-FOCUSED

What’s said in your
home stays there.
Trust and responsibility help make a house
a home. Josh understands the importance
of protecting you and your family. We
will never sell your data to third parties.
Josh is continuously learning more
natural commands for the home, and
owners have the choice to control how
much data their home shares. Josh
offers limitless personalization along
with unparalleled peace of mind.
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SPEAK NATURALLY

Josh understands
natural speech—
just say what’s on
your mind.
Speak with your home in whatever
way you feel most comfortable—Josh
understands any number of nicknames
for a device, room, or scene.
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MULTI-TASKING

“OK Josh, close the
shades, play jazz in
the master, dim the
lights, and start the
steam shower.”
With Josh, you can use a single command
to control everything around you.
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INTELLIGENT SCENES

“OK Josh, good
morning.”
Imagine waking up to a home that
adapts to start your day. Your morning
playlist is queued up, the temperature
is set just right, and your lights brighten
to welcome the day. With Josh, easily
create custom scenes and then trigger
them with a phrase you create. “OK
Josh, good morning” is all you need
to start your day on the right foot.
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PERSONALIZED TOUCH
INTERACTIONS

Custom control with
a simple touch.
How Josh Micro responds to touch
is up to you—wake Josh, turn the
microphone off, or run any scene
with a single or double tap.
Control the ambience in your home
through a contextual touch ring—
adjust music volume, lighting,
and shade levels by running your
finger around the LED dial.
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MOVE TO YOUR OWN BEAT

Ask Josh to play your
favorite tunes.
Ask Josh to play any artist, album,
song, genre, or playlist to create the
perfect mood. Josh intelligently finds
the right content for you, no matter
how specific or broad the request.
“OK Josh, play Come Together by The Beatles”
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IT’S SHOWTIME

Watch any show,
movie, channel, or
video clip.
Cue up your desired content simply by
asking for it. Josh turns the TV on and
chooses the right streaming or cable service
for a seamless entertainment experience.
“OK Josh, Watch the Disney
Channel in the Living Room”
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INDUSTRY LEADING APPS

AI DASHBOARD

ACCESS ANY HOME

VOICE & TEXT CONTROL

The AI-driven dashboard

Check in on all of your

Tap the microphone icon to

provides intelligent

properties from anywhere

harness the power of Josh

recommendations based on

in the world. Never worry

on the go. Josh also lets you

the state of your home. Josh

again if the doors are locked

text commands—providing

will learn living patterns

or not. Grant access, view

you with options, no matter

and suggest actions based

cameras, and take action

how you prefer to interact

on your preferences.

while you’re away.

with your smart home.

SCENES

CUSTOMIZABLE

ACCESS CONTROL

Scenes allow you to easily

Create as many room and

Manage access to areas

set the mood by adjusting

user-specific dashboards

and devices in your home

a collection of devices with

as you’d like for a bespoke

with customizable user

one simple button press or

experience. Pin any

permissions. Privacy and

voice command. Create and

device, room, or scene tile

security are top of mind when

edit actions, invocations, and

to each dashboard and

inviting family members or

custom responses from Josh.

arrange it as you see fit.

guests into a Josh home.
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OK Josh,
Play jazz, dim the lights
and start the fireplace.
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DRIVEN BY AI

Proactive
recommendations
developed by
artificial intelligence.
Imagine a home that’s intelligent enough
to turn off the lights automatically
when you go to bed, or pause the music
when you leave for work. Josh is turning
these future concepts into a reality.
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Visit our Epic Showroom in
Randolph, NJ to experience the
Josh.ai system for yourself

epicsystems.tech

1578 Sussex Turnpike
Randolph, NJ 07869
973-298-1000
www.epicsystems.tech
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